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A method for the evaluation of accuracy of weigh-in-motion (WIM) scales based on 
Monte Carlo simulation is proposed. The objective of the method is to assist with 
decision on acceptance of the tested WIM scale as sufficiently accurate, or its rejection. 
Conceptually, the method considers a ‘nebula’ of possible populations that could supply 
the observed sample of n weighing errors. Excessive WIM weighing error is defined 
as an error falling outside a specified acceptance region. The percentage of excessive 
errors, Q, is then determined in each of the above populations. The distribution of Q is 
constructed and the probability of Q exceeding a tolerable limit Qcrit is determined from 
this distribution. Verdict on acceptance or rejection is formulated in terms of the above 
probability and displayed graphically. Also graphically displayed are risks of wrong 
acceptance and wrong rejection. This allows the user to make decisions with a full view 
of consequences. The method is simple to use and its applications indicate that, when 
using conventional WIM-accuracy testing procedures, one may under-estimate the risk 
of wrong decision. The objective of the paper is to introduce and explain the principle of 
a method for correct evaluation of accuracy of weigh-in-motion scales. The purpose of 
the method is to assist with decisions on acceptance of the tested scale as sufficiently 
accurate, or its rejection.

INTRODUCTION
The South African National Roads Agency 
Limited (SANRAL 2006) published a 
specification for the application of weigh-
in-motion (WIM) technology in February 
2006 with the intention to standardise. 
A part of this specification deals with 
the calibration, verification and accu-
racy assessment of WIM equipment. 
The accuracy is examined by statistical 
methods that are based on sampling. The 
procedures closely follow the COST 323 
European standards (1999). When apply-
ing these standards locally, it became 
evident that the WIM practitioners do not 
always understand the newly introduced 
concepts and their implication in a tender 
situation. A simple computer program was 
designed and built to alleviate the situ-
ation. The objective of the program is to 
assist with competent decision making 
when the accuracy of a WIM scale is sam-
pled and tested for acceptance or rejection. 
The assistance includes the quantification 
of risks associated with wrong decision, 
that is, wrong acceptance of a bad-quality 
product, and a wrong rejection of a good-
quality product. 

As such, the program called Yona may 
be of interest to WIM contractors, manu-
facturers, customers, service providers, and 
personnel dealing with WIM data quality 
control, assurance, inspection, audit, and 
verification in general. It may also appeal to 
theorists and statisticians.

The rationale and method of the Yona 
tool are briefly explained in the following 
paragraphs.

 RATIONALE
One of the objectives of WIM quality control 
is to determine whether or not the scale is 
sufficiently accurate. The accuracy is estab-
lished by means of testing. It is not possible 
to measure all errors that a WIM scale may 
possibly commit under given circumstances 
– such testing would be prohibitively expen-
sive and impractical. To overcome this prob-
lem random sampling is used. Since sampling 
provides partial rather than full information, 
the decision based on this information may 
prove to be incorrect. Traditionally, two types 
of decision error are considered: rejection of 
a good product and acceptance of a bad one. 
The probabilities associated with these two 
are called supplier’s (or ‘alpha’) risk and cus-
tomer’s (or ‘beta’) risk, respectively.

The accuracy of WIM scale – or the lack 
of it – is defined in terms of excessive errors. 

WIM-weighing error is defined as

e = 100 . ( Dyn – Stat ) / Stat (1)

Where 
e  is WIM-weighing error, %
Dyn  is dynamic axle load as determined on 

the WIM scale, t or kN
Stat  is static (reference) axle load as deter-

mined on a static weighbridge, t or kN

Excessive WIM-weighing error is a an 
error that falls outside the so-called accept-
ance region (AR). The acceptance region is 
defined by the still-acceptable minimum 
(saMin) on the lower side, and the-still-
acceptable maximum (saMax) on the upper 
side. If the percentage of excessive errors, 
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Q, is relatively small then the WIM accu-
racy is acceptable, otherwise it is not. The 
true Q is one single number that is not 
known. To overcome this problem an esti-
mate of the true Q is obtained using sample 
information. But owing to sampling, there 
is uncertainty about this estimate – it may 
deviate from the true value. The question 
now arises how to formulate the acceptance 
rule in such an uncertain situation.

Under conditions of certainty, the accept-
ance rule could simply be phrased as ‘the 
WIM accuracy is acceptable if the percentage 
of excessive errors does not exceed a given 
limit Qcrit’. Under conditions of uncertainty 
our notion of the true percentage of excessive 
errors, Q, becomes a random variable that 
has its own statistical distribution. A statisti-
cal distribution is a function relating values 
to the probabilities of their occurrence (the 
function can be presented as a mathematical 
formula, table, or graph). Under uncertainty 
the acceptance rule has to be phrased differ-
ently: ‘the accuracy is acceptable if the prob-
ability of the true Q exceeding a given value 
Qcrit is not more than signL’ (signL is the sig-
nificance level, which is the complement of 
confidence level, confL; signL = 100 – confL). 

The probability that is of great interest, 
P { Q > Qcrit }, could easily be determined 
from the distribution of Q – if it was known, 
that is. The objective thus is to obtain the dis-
tribution of the true percentage of excessive 
errors, Q. According to the method explained 
in the next paragraph it is obtained by means 
of simulation, with a minimum of assump-
tions and virtually no approximation. 

METHOD
The point of departure is the information 
contained in the sample of n observations on 

the WIM-weighing errors that was obtained 
during a weighing exercise. From this infor-
mation one can determine 

values of possible standard deviations, S, 
of the true population of weighing errors e
values of possible means, M, of the true 
population of weighing errors e
distribution of possible Qs
the so-called Decision Spot
the risk of wrong acceptance of a very 
inaccurate WIM scale (the customer’s 
risk) 
the risk of wrong rejection of a very accu-
rate WIM scale (the supplier’s risk)

The fundamental assumption underly-
ing all the reasoning below is that the 
distribution of the WIM-weighing errors 
e is normal. The rest, figuratively speak-
ing, is accomplished by the brute force of 
simulation.

Calculation of a possible population 
standard deviation, S
The standard deviation S is derived from the 
well-known statistical theorem (1982) stat-
ing that

χ2 = ( n – 1 ) . s2 / S2 (2)

Where
χ2 =  random variable following the χ2 distri-

bution for n-1 degrees of freedom
n = sample size
s = sample standard deviation
S = population standard deviation

Equation 1 can be rearranged as

S = s * sqrt [ ( n – 1 ) / χ2 ] (3)

A possible value of the population standard 
deviation S can now be obtained from equa-
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■

■

■

■

■

tion 3 by generating a random value from the 
χ2 distribution for n-1 degrees of freedom, and 
using the known sample standard deviation s. 

Calculation of a possible 
population mean, M
The mean M is derived from the Central 
Limit Theorem (1982) stating that 

z = ( m – M ) / [ S / sqrt ( n ) ] (4)

Where
z =  standard normal deviate (random vari-

able following normal distribution with 
mean 0 and standard deviation 1)

m = sample mean
M = population mean
S = population standard deviation
n = sample size

Equation 4 can be rearranged as 

M = m – z . S / sqrt ( n ) (5)

A possible value of the population mean 
M can now be obtained from equation 5 
by generating a random value from the 
standard normal distribution, and using the 
known sample mean m.

Construction of the 
distribution of possible Q
The Monte Carlo simulation technique is 
used to construct the distribution of pos-
sible Q. During each of 200 000 simulations 
the following five main tasks are done:

A possible population standard deviation 
S is generated using equation 3
A possible population mean M is gener-
ated using equation 5
Q is calculated from the known M, S, n, 
saMin and saMax 
The Q is classified into one of the 2 000 
bins spanning the 0 % – 100 % range of 
possible Qs, to obtain the distribution of 
Q at the end of simulation
A de-cumulative (greater-than) distribu-
tion curve is constructed from the above-
mentioned bin frequencies, and plotted in 
the graph using thick pen and blue col-
our. This blue curve is the crucial element 
of the method

Construction and use of 
the Decision Spot
The Decision Spot is a small circle plotted in 
the graph. Its purpose is to indicate whether 
or not the WIM accuracy should be accepted 
as sufficient. 

Yona colours the Decision Spot green if 
the accuracy can be regarded as sufficient 
and the WIM accepted. Conversely, Yona 
makes the colour of the Decision Spot red 
if the accuracy should be regarded as insuf-
ficient and the WIM rejected. 

The coordinates of the Decision Spot’s 
centre are 

■

■

■

■

■

Figure 1 Situation page
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x =  Qcrit, the critical value of Q, and
y =  signL; the significance level, which is the 

maximum tolerable probability that Q, 
in fact, exceeds Qcrit

Construction of the customer’s 
risk (red bar)
If the WIM scale is accepted as suf-
ficiently accurate then, because of the 
uncertainty brought about by sampling, 

the customer runs a certain risk of 
accepting a very inaccurate scale (B). Yona 
quantifies the probability of this and dis-
plays the result as a red vertical bar. The 
length of this bar, as measured from the 
horizontal axis to the blue curve, is the 
 customer’s risk.

The magnitude of the red bar should be 
considered when the Decision Spot is green 
and one contemplates acceptance.

Construction of the supplier’s 
risk (green bar)  
If the WIM scale is rejected as insufficiently 
accurate then the supplier runs a certain 
risk that a very accurate scale (G) is being 
rejected. Yona quantifies the probability of 
this and displays the result as a green verti-
cal bar. The length of this bar, as measured 
from the top of the graph (100 % line) to the 
blue curve, is the supplier’s risk. 

The magnitude of the green bar should 
be considered when the Decision Spot is red 
and one contemplates rejection.

To implement the method and obtain 
the output described above the user has 
to provide several input values; these are 
described in the next section.

INPUT 
The input into the program consists of nine 
values, as follows:
n   =  sample size, that is, the number of 

observations on WIM errors
m   =  average error as calculated from the 

sample
s   =  standard deviation of the error as 

calculated from the sample
saMin =  the still-acceptable minimum; the 

lower limit of the acceptance region
saMax =  the still-acceptable maximum; 

the upper limit of the acceptance 
region

Qcrit  =  the critical value of the percentage 
of excessive errors Q, %

signL =  significance level, %
G   =  the Q that represents very good 

WIM accuracy 
B   =  the Q that represents very bad 

WIM accuracy 
Qcrit and signL are tolerances that form the 
basis of the acceptance/rejection rule. The 
WIM accuracy is insufficient if the probabil-
ity of Q > Qcrit exceeds signL. Otherwise the 
accuracy is sufficient.

G and B are levels of excessive errors that 
form the basis for the evaluation of the risk 
of wrong decision. G is a percentage of exces-
sive errors so low that it would be inappro-
priate to reject such an accurate WIM. B, in 
contrast, is a percentage of excessive errors so 
high that it would be inappropriate to accept 
such an inaccurate WIM.

To make the use of the program easier, 
default values are provided for all input 
items. The user is expected to change 
these according to his or her situation. The 
arrangement of input items is apparent from 
the screenshot of the program’s Situation 
page shown in figure 1. On the same page 
there is a set of controls at the bottom, and 
the output graph on the left.

There are seven main output items – all 
of them are contained in the graph. These 
are:

Black curve – revealing the distribution of 
Q as found by simulation

■

Figure 2 Example of a ‘nebula’ 
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Sample: n = 12, m = –1,60, s = 5,20
Population: N = 20 000, Mean M = –1,60, Mean S = 5,597
YONA, v1.1, ©2006 Martin Slavik; (ms 0cf); Date of analysis: 2/6/06

Figure 3  Example of comparison between eleven selected characteristic obtained by simulation and their analytically 
derived counterparts
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Blue curve – showing the de-cumulative 
(‘greater-than’) distribution of Q
Decision Spot – suggesting acceptance or 
rejection
Red bar – indicating the risk of wrong 
acceptance
Green bar – indicating the risk of wrong 
rejection
Mean of the Q distribution (in the graph 
footnote, for information)
Standard deviation of the Q distribution 
(in the graph footnote, for information)

Figure1 shows the input, output, and lay-
out of controls on the Situation page. Since 
the decision spot in the above example is 
red the program suggests rejection – the 
decision spot is below the blue curve. 

■

■

■

■

■

■

In this case the supplier’s risk (of wrong 
rejection) is about 75 % – see the length of 
the green bar. Should, however, the WIM 
be accepted the customer’s risk of wrong 
acceptance would be only about 6 % – see 
the red bar.

Additional output information of sup-
porting nature is on the Nebula and Checks 
pages of the program. An example from the 
Nebula page of a ‘map’ of 20 000 possible 
distributions that could supply the sample 
that has actually been observed is shown in 
figure 2.

Figure 2 shows a set of possible popu-
lations from which the actually observed 
sample could come. Owing to a relatively 
small sample size (n = 10) used in the 

example, there is a distinct diffusion of 
points upwards and sideways. For larger 
samples (n > 30) the nebula tends to be 
circle-shaped.

To build the user’s trust in simulation 
and boost his or her confidence in the cor-
rect operation of the program, a comparison 
between eleven selected simulated and theo-
retical reference values (1952) is compiled 
each time a 200 000-simulation run is done. 
The result is presented on the Checks page. 
The correspondence is usually very good; 
the differences in most cases are a frac-
tion of a per cent only. A typical example is 
shown in figure 3.

The reasoning behind the comparison is 
that, if the method produced a number of cor-
rect values that passed analytical checks, then 
it may be trusted to produce a few additional 
ones that could not be derived analytically.

EXAMPLE
An example demonstrates the application of 
the proposed method. It is based from the 
European WIM quality control document 
(1999).

A calibration truck of known weight 
made 10 passes over a WIM sensor. In each 
case the percentage error of WIM measure-
ment of the vehicle weight was recorded. The 
average percentage error calculated from this 
sample was 4,1 % and the standard deviation 
also 4,1 %. The acceptance region for individ-
ual WIM-measurement errors is from saMin = 
–15 % to saMax = +15 %. The tolerances, Qcrit 
and signL, were 5 % each. The verdict accord-
ing to the European standard is: accept the 
WIM as sufficiently accurate.

With the above input, Yona drew a red 
decision spot suggesting thus that the WIM 
is not accurate enough and should be reject-
ed – see figure 4. 

However, if the test could be done with 
14 passes rather than 10 (with the sample 
average and standard deviation staying the 
same) the WIM would pass – see figure 5. 

The original rejection was caused by 
insufficient amount of information on the 
WIM accuracy, rather than the WIM’s lack 
of accuracy itself. 

DISCUSSION
A few comments may be appropriate at this 
stage.

The last example above was revised by 
making a simulation run with n = 12. As 
expected, Yona showed a red Decision Spot. 
However, the risk of wrong acceptance was 
only about 6 %. If the customer is prepared 
to take this relatively small risk then the sam-
ple based on 12 vehicle passes would be suf-
ficiently large to support the ‘accept’ decision. 

In general, Yona requires greater sam-
ples to establish the acceptability of WIM 
accuracy. This is an indication that the 

Figure 4 Example of a rejection case

Figure 5 Example of an acceptance case
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 conventional procedures, such as the one 
mentioned above, may lead to the accept-
ance or rejection of WIM accuracy at levels 
of risk higher than those currently believed 
to be the case.

CONCLUSION
A method called Yona for the evaluation of 
accuracy of weigh-in-motion scales based 
on Monte Carlo simulation has been intro-
duced, the principles on which it is based 
explained, and the application demonstrated 
using examples. 

The chief incentive for the use of the 
Yona simulation method may be its ease of 
use. In addition, the method operates with 

a power undiluted by assumptions and 
approximations. It allows the user to:

Quickly appraise the WIM accuracy from 
a sample
Formulate a decision on acceptance or 
rejection
Study the risk-consequences of that 
decision
Test the robustness of the above decision 
by re-running the program with altered 
input
Build his confidence in the method by 
comparing simulated and theoretical 
results 

The method demands larger samples than 
the conventional quality control methods 
do, and suggests that, by using insufficiently 

■

■

■

■

■

large samples, we might be deluding our-
selves regarding the actual risks of wrong 
decision.
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